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COVID -19 pandemic is a worldwide typical biopsychosocial crisis 
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Abstract:  
 

Since December 2019, the world has been stunned by the speed of the spread of the COVID-19. All the possibilities were 

likely, except that people would hide in their homes for fear of contracting the disease, as it was very unlikely. The 

lockdown was imposed severely, and people panicked, and their interest has limited to providing food and caring for 

health and family. The effect of isolation and the prevention of social interaction was apparent in the individuals' 

psychological behavior. Unfortunately, the incidence of depression, anxiety, and domestic violence increased, which 

negatively impact family stability in the short and medium-term. The pathological, psychological, and social impact of 

COVID-19 imposes a framework for dealing with the pandemic based on the biopsychosocial model. 
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Background  
When the novel coronavirus outbreak first hit Wuhan City, 

China, in December 2019, the lockdown imposed on more than 

11 million people was extraordinary [1]. People were severely 

shocked. All social activities have ceased, except for the interest 

in health and the provision of food. The psychological reaction 

was positive at first with singing and sometimes screaming 

from windows and balconies. However, the following weeks' 

psychological impact developed to a marked increase in the 

incidence of depression, anxiety, and suicide attempts. 

     In contrast, the psycho-social impact was evident in the 

unprecedented increase in domestic violence rates. We were 

following Wuhan's situation with feelings of amazement, 

sympathy, and sometimes indifference; however, it never 

crossed our minds that we would go through the same 

experience later. The case in Wuhan city was brilliantly copied 

and distributed to most towns and villages of the world. 

Theoretically, the situation can be described as a typical picture 

of the biopsychosocial model of health and illness, a patient-

centered approach set first by the American Psychiatrist George 

L. Engle in 1977. 

     Unlike the biomedical model and the social model, the 

Biopsychosocial model states that the determination of health 

and disease depends on dynamic interactions between three 

entities, including the biological, psychological, and social 

factors. The interaction of these factors significantly helps in 

determining the cause, manifestation, and outcome of wellness 

and disease, i.e., the biopsychosocial model provides a complete 

understanding of diseases [3]. To clarify the idea more, 

Biopsychosocial terms should be divided and explained 

concerning COVID-19 disease (figure 1). 

     The 'bio' entity concerns with biological aspect and its 

impact on health. Considering the pandemic of COVID-19, the 

disease's causative agent is a lethal member of a large 

Coronaviruses group called SARS-CoV-2 [4]. Although bats 

are the first accused in Corona disease, yet the Coronavirus was 

found with 96% of its genome shared with SARS-CoV-2 in 

single species of bats (Rhinolophus affinis) in China [5]. 

Viruses and other pathogens exist in animals for tens or 

hundreds of years and do not transmit to humans except through 

a mechanism called Zoonotic spillover [6]. For the pathogen to 

infect a person, it must overcome a series of barriers provided 

by the natural ecosystem to protect humans. The direct human 

intervention brought about severe changes in the ecosystem, 

which facilitated the transmission (spillover) process [7]. In 

short, bats live in caves far from humans; however, humans 

made unnatural interference in the life of bats and brought the 

virus and transmitted it to others, not the bats. 

     The 'psycho' entity concerns psychological aspects such as 

thoughts, emotions, or behaviors. Considering the COVID-19 

disease, the quarantine and the sudden change in lifestyle were 

the most significant cause of the severe deterioration in the 

population's psychological status. Serafini et al. [8] reviewed 

the literature about the psychological impact of COVID-19 on 

the general population. A broad range of psychological 

reactions began from the fear of disease and the fear of being a 

disease vector [9]. Anxiety was linked to the new situation that 
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imposed a feeling of loneliness [8-10]. The continuation of 

quarantine restrictions had a significant impact on the 

development of anxiety into more complex emotions such as 

insomnia, depression, boredom, and anger [8-11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Biopsychosocial model for COVID-19 pandemic 

 

The 'social' entity concerns social aspects such as influencing 

people's health as individuals, groups, and communities. The 

Coronavirus pandemic and the economic crisis are two sides of 

the same coin [12]. The unregulated policies in dealing with the 

epidemic led to social impacts that negatively influenced the 

people's ability to bear the burdens of COVID-19 pandemic. 

The world appeared unready to face such a crisis [13]. The most 

affected social groups were the poor and those with low 

incomes, especially in countries that did not take adequate 

measures to ensure food security during the pandemic [14]. The 

elderly and people with chronic diseases were more likely to 

contract the disease, and therefore it was difficult for them to 

cope with isolation and the lack of interaction with others. The 

pandemic caused an imbalance in the family. We were often 

unable to explain what is going on to our young children. Even 

the threshold of patience comes down, and the feelings could 

not be controlled often, which resulted in a significant 

exacerbation of domestic violence [15]. 

     Furthermore, the inability of family members to fulfill their 

social role may trigger problems and causing increased tension 

that may lead to more biological or psychological problems. 

The overlap between the bio, psycho, and social status among 

the coronavirus patients very prominent. It is not an individual 

case or specific to society or group. On the contrary, it is a 

general case that is applicable everywhere. 

 

Conclusion  
In conclusion, the study of the COVID-19 pandemic in its three 

dimensions (bio-psych-social) helps develop an appropriate and 

effective strategy for treating patients, particularly the elderly 

and those with social and mental health problems. 
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